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Relevant Immigration Regulations of Republic of China (Taiwan)
Types

《Immigration Act》
》§25Ⅰ
Ⅰ

Employment

Items
Qualifications

Naturalization
《Immigration Act》
》
§9Ⅰ
Ⅰ 、§10

Permanent residence

《Immigration Act》
》§23Ⅰ
Ⅰ -

As a manager class at a Foreign
Investment Approved (FIA)
company in which foreigners’
shareholdings exceed one third
(1/3) of the total amount of
outstanding and issued shares
of the business
As the responsible person of a
foreign company recognized by
Taiwan authorities and
registered in Taiwan/ as a
manager class at a foreign
branch company in Taiwan.
As a representative of a
representative (Liaison) office
in Taiwan
Bring investment into Taiwan
(the investment amount to be
more than US$20,000 )
Employed to perform
specialized or technical work
(such as practice of
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Investment

Marriage

Others

《Immigration Act》
》§25Ⅳ
Ⅳ

《Immigration Act》
》§25Ⅰ
Ⅰ

《Immigration Act》
》§25
Ⅲ

《Regulations Governing
Visiting, Residency, and
Permanent Residency of
Aliens》§12：
Must bring investment into
Taiwan for more than
NT$15,000,000 in a
profit-seeking enterprise,
having created five or more
job opportunities for
Taiwan nationals for over
three years
Purchase more than
NT$30,000,000 in Central
Government Bonds, for
over 3 years

Married with a Taiwanese
national who has registered
a permanent residence in
Taiwan

Persons who have
made exceptional
contributions to
Taiwan
As a senior
professional personnel
required by Taiwan
Persons who
participated and won
the first prize in
internationally
renowned races,
contests and
assessments in the
fields of culture, art,
technology, sports and
industry

Marriage
《Nationality Act》
》§4
Persons applying for
naturalization must meet all of
the following:
(1) As a spouse of the
national of Taiwan
(2) As a legitimate resident
for Taiwan for more than
183 days in a calendar
year for more than three
(3) consecutive years
(3) Have a domicile in Taiwan
(4) As a person at the age of
twenty (20) or over and
have the capacity to act in
accordance with both the
laws of Taiwan and the
applicant’s country
(5) Behave decently and have
no records of crime
(6) Have sufficient property
or professional skills for
self-support or ensuring
1
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attorney/chef/ real estate
agency, tax and financial
service, health care)

1

applicant’s living.1
(7) Possess basic language
ability in the language of
Taiwan and understand the
basic common knowledge
of national’s rights and
obligations2
(8) Give up the original
nationality《Nationality
Act》§9

As stipulated in the requirements to acquire the permanent residence due to marriage.
According to《Standards for Identification of Basic Language Abilities and Common Sense of National Rights and Duties of Naturalized ROC Citizens》§3Ⅰ：Persons meeting any one of the
following conditions shall be recognized as having basic language abilities and general knowledge of the rights and duties of ROC citizens: 1. Has proof that he/she has studied in a domestic
public or private school for at least one year.2. Has proof that he/she has participated for a certain number of hours, as specified below, in an educational program offered by government
agencies.3. Has proof that he/she has passed the test for basic language abilities and general understanding of the rights and duties of naturalized ROC citizens.
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